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Introduction 
 
We are keen to hear the views of our local communities. We recognise that good communication is a two-
way process and we welcome your feedback and comments. 
 
Safety 

• During the unit 21 statutory outage, we have continued our excellent safety record of zero harm 
without a lost time incident or first aid treatments. 

 
• There have been no recordable events for the month of June. No ambulances were called to site 

during June 
        

Environmental Safety 
  
As reported in the last community newsletter the environmental performance of the station during the 
current statutory outage is being closely monitored and to date, we have seen no reportable environmental 
events during the Outage or in 2014. Improvements in waste management arrangements continue to drive 
an increase in the percentage of conventional waste recycled in 2014 and we currently stand at 92% of 
conventional waste recycled in 2014. 
 
Unit 21 Statutory Outage Waste Disposal Summary: 

Recycled 87% 
Recovered 5% 
Incinerated 8% 

 
Year to date 2014 Waste Disposal Summary 

Recycled 92% 
Recovered 4% 
Incinerated 4% 

 
On Wednesday 25 June a grey female seal ‘Susie’ was spotted in our forebay, marine specialists have been 
consulted and report that she is in good health. Plans are in place for her safe removal and release.  ‘Susie’ 
was recovered safely and taken to a local beach on 14 July. 
 
Station Output 
 

•    Unit 21 was manually shutdown on 21 March at 18:00 hours for its planned statutory outage which 
has now been completed.  

 
•    Unit 22 operated at full load 
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Dungeness B News 
 
Dungeness B graphite bricks 
 
Following BBC reports that the Office for Nuclear Regulation 
were intending to approve a variation in one of the safety 
regulations that govern the operation of Dungeness B power 
station in early June, EDF Energy issued the following statement 
‘The safety of the public and our employees is our overriding 
priority. EDF Energy takes a cautious approach and works 
closely with the regulator and operates with very conservative 
safety margins’.   

 
‘We have stringent safety requirements. We carry out regular 
inspections, including of the graphite blocks that are part of the 
cores of the reactors. We work to understand how materials in 
our nuclear reactors change over time and how that will affect the stations’ operations.  We regularly refine 
our own safety assessments as we uncover new information. We share our findings with the regulator and 
with the wider scientific community. We also share them with our local community around each of our 
stations’. 
 
In late June, the Office for Nuclear Regulation approved the limit of graphite weight loss at Dungeness B to 
8%. This is a small increase from the previous limit of 6.2% and refers to the amount of weight the graphite 
core is allowed to lose. Every three years each graphite core is thoroughly inspected as part of our statutory 
outage and this inspection was undertaken and completed during April. This practice will continue to ensure 
our safety margins are robust and appropriate. 

 
EDF Energy remains focussed on achieving a ten-year life extension for Dungeness B which is hoped to be 
confirmed later this year. 

 
Martin Pearson, station director said “The increase in weight loss limits has been based on an extensive 
programme of modelling and sampling. The limits are set at conservative levels and still include wide safety 
margins. This gives us the knowledge and confidence that the reactors are well within safe limits of 
operations”. 

 
Lydd Club Day 
 
On 21 June, the annual Lydd Club Day was held with our station guides lending support through the mobile 
visitor centre. Dungeness B power station made a donation through our sponsorship and donation funds to 
support this popular annual event. 
 
Nikki, Station guide said “We expected interest but were surprised at how many people wanted to know 
about Dungeness B and our visitor centre, with many requesting details of how to book a tour and our 
opening hours. All in all, it was a very popular and successful day with over 380 people finding about what 
we do”. 
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The Big Bumblebee Discovery 
 
EDF Energy and the British Science Association have joined 
forces to inspire children to get involved in Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Mathematics (STEM).  The programme seeks 
to recruit budding young scientists and our local schools have 
been invited to participate in scientific experiments including 
observing and counting the number of bumblebees on lavender 
plants, which have been donated as part of the programme 
and planted around the school playground.    
 
The programme will explore whether the diversity of 
bumblebees are affected by their landscape, and aims to 
support existing evidence that climate change alongside, other 
factors such as habitat change is a contributor to changing 
insect distributions in the UK. Our local visitor centre guides are 
visiting local schools to introduce the programme and inspire the mini scientists of the future.   
Photo shows Donna (station guide) talking to pupils at Lydd Primary school about pollen and bumblebees 
as part of The Big Bumblebee Discovery programme. 

 
Company News  
Charity partnership reaches £350,000 
 
EDF Energy has marked the first year of its charity partnership with Marie Curie Cancer Care by holding a 
Parliamentary reception. In 12 months the energy company and its employees have raised more than 
£349,000 for Marie Curie, which exceeds its target figure by nearly £150,000. The reception was hosted by 
Michael McCann MP and attended by dozens of Parliamentarians, Marie Curie employees and members of 
staff from EDF Energy.  
 
Marie Curie was selected as EDF Energy’s three-year charity partner in May 2013 by an employee vote. The 
money raised enables Marie Curie to fund 18 nurses to care for terminally ill people for one year. 
 
Science award for Cheltenham Festival links 
 
EDF Energy and The Times Cheltenham Science Festival have won a prestigious award for ‘Collaborative 
Action’ by charity Business in the Community (BITC), as part of the 2014 Responsible Business Awards.  
 
The energy firm, and The Times Cheltenham Science Festival were praised for their 10-year long partnership 
focused on inspiring young people in science and engineering. Their collaborative education programme, 
which is delivered both at the Festival and in schools across the region engages with around 15,000 children 
each year. 
 
Rex Mackrill, director of The Times Cheltenham Science Festival, said: “We are proud to work with EDF 
Energy as the Associate Title Partner for the Times Cheltenham Science Festival.  
 
“One of the reasons why our partnership with EDF Energy is so successful is that we have the mutual 
ambition to inspire and enable people to engage with science." 
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Contacts 
Juliette Sanders, Media Officer South East - Nuclear 
Mob: 07875-112599 
E-mail: juliette.sanders@edfenergy.com  
 
Rebecca Cavanagh, Communications Officer 
Tel: 01797 343629 
E-mail: rebecca.cavanagh@edf-energy.com  
 
 
 
 
Glossary of terms 

Term Definition 
Nuclear reportable  
event or incident 

Nuclear reportable events are events reported to the Office for Nuclear Regulation (ONR) in compliance with EDF 
Energy's nuclear site licences. 

Lost time injury Lost Time Injury is an absence of one day or more resulting from an injury incurred during an accident - generally in 
UK industry a less stringent three day or more criteria is used. 

Environmental event or 
incident 

Environmental events arise from wastes or discharges above permitted levels or breaches of permitted conditions. 

Unit A unit refers to one of the reactors at the power station and its generating turbine 
Outage A period during which a reactor is shut down. The periodic shutdown of a reactor including for maintenance, 

inspection and testing or, in some cases for refuelling is known as a planned outage. In the UK, some planned 
outages are known as statutory outages and are required by the conditions attached to the nuclear site licence 
needed to operate the station. 
Unscheduled shutdown of a reactor for a period is known as an unplanned outage. 

INES rating International Event Scale - Events are classified at seven levels: Levels 1–3 are “incidents” and Levels 4–7 “accidents”. 
These levels consider three areas of impact: people and the environment, radiological barriers and control, and 
defence in depth. The scale is designed so that the severity of an event is about ten times greater for each increase in 
level on the scale. Events without safety significance are called “deviations” and are classified Below Scale/Level 0. 
Level 1 is an anomaly. 

 


